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Part One 
Don’t be a non-starter! Be a nonprofit!  

Jill, how can i be sure?

What should I do?

I need help, Jill!

This is how The Founding Moms does it!

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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Jill Salzman: Hi! It’s so lovely to see you! 

I’m here with Stacy Radner! She is a serial entrepreneur. She has founded Open Books here in 
Chicago. She is head of the Chicago Literary Alliance. She teaches entrepreneurship. 

Stacy Radner: I started when I was seven wanting to be a copy editor! Most want to be a doctor or a 
space explorer. In the service of that, I studied comparative literature and went to law school and, of 
course, then I started a high-speed Internet company. 

Open Books is my first nonprofit venture. We collect used books, hundreds of thousands a year, 
give them to students and teachers and sell them in our two book stores and use the money to fund 
literacy programs for 5000 students a year in Chicago! opendoorbooks.com! 

JS: I wanted Stacy to talk to you about what it means to start a nonprofit!

SR: No one can tell you what you should do and if you feel you have an idea that is going to make 
the world a better place, that no one can do better than you than go for it. 

JS: Why nonprofit rather than for profit? 

SR: A nonprofit is essentially a tax status. It’s not anything more than that. Do you want to run 
an organization that will change the world? A 501©3 nonprofit can accept donations as you’re tax 
exempt and they can get tax credit. It’s a win! Why don’t more people do this?

The price you pay! You are required to disclose! You must make public all kinds of information. You 
don’t have total control of how much you spend and how you can spend it. There is a public scrutiny. 
You also are not going to take a high compensation compared to a private business. 

Consider running a social good organization like a benefit corporation or b corporation (they are 
not the same!) The benefit corporation is a legal structure. Where a b corporation is a certification 
like Fair Trade and you apply for this. 

Both structures allow you to run a for profit company but you do have to make the world a better 
place. They do not offer the tax benefits a nonprofit has. 

Open Books is a nonprofit because the benefit corp and the b corp weren’t around when I started! 
The advantage of a nonprofit is people make assumptions about my having a giant heart and that 
I’m going to help the world. I think there might be more leverage for a benefit corporation in that 
they don’t have to follow the same ratios and rules of a nonprofit. 

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
http://opendoorbooks.com
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Part two 
the rule of 3 

Jill, i’m not sure? 

is it right for me?

I need help, Jill? 

this is how the founding moms does it!

3
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JS: We’ve talked a little bit about nonprofits. We’ve thought about it. Now that we know 
we want to be a nonprofit 501©3 what do we do now? 

SR: The first three things I think you should think about are: 

 1) Is the nonprofit you want to start something where you can do more good than 
   harm? You may find a social injustice that you want to cure. When I first started, 
   I made a list of a hundred causes that I thought were important. You can’t fix 
   everything. As I realized I didn’t have domestic violence counseling or rape 
   counseling experience, naturally some ideas fell off my list. If you get into something 
   that you have no background, you could be a position of hurting people who are in 
   a vulnerable position. Make sure it’s social good that you can do and that you won’t 
   hurt anyone. 

 2) Is this emotionally sustainable for you? What does that mean!?! This took off all 
   the animal shelters on my list! My heart would have broke for each one and I would 
   have brought them all home with me!  You know if you’re starting a business this 
   is what you’re doing 24/7. If you’re going to be emotionally dead at the end of each 
   day, than you need to reconsider. What if your passion outweighs your emotion and 
   you really do believe you can save every last dog and then you’re not making great 
   decisions because you’re drained and…..yes, exactly. If your passion is so great and 
   you can’t run a business around this is the time that you would make the best 
   volunteer the shelter has ever had.  

 3) Is this something your market actually needs you to do? 
   I was assuming that Chicago was a literary place. We have universities and big 
   authors. There was a need to do something more! You need to do this research 
   before you start! If you start a shelter for homeless dogs and you live in a city that 
   has no dogs, you’ve got a problem. 

If you can do more good than harm, you can sustain emotionally, and your market needs 
you to do it, than buckle down and do it! 

JS: I pass all of these tests! I’ve got the passion, there is a need, I can say yes to all three of 
the above, so what do I do now?

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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SR: Think of it the same way you would think of starting a business. You need to get 
money, maybe assemble a team, consider a business plan. You would start thinking about a 
budget, thinking about goals for the first year. You would likely want to talk to an attorney 
as you set up your legal structure (hello, FMC Course 18!).

JS: So, you’re basically saying, when you’re launching a for-profit it’s basically the same for 
a nonprofit other than your lawyer and filing paperwork. 

Have questions! We have answers! Head to the forum!

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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Part three 
The story of the nonprofit

Jill, i think i’m ready?

Should i do it?

I need help, Jill!

this is how the founding moms does it!

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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JS: You have explained an amazing amount in a short time about launching a nonprofit. 
What happened when you started? What were some of the pitfalls and problems you ran 
into?

SR: Jill, I want to tell you story about a public storage warehouse, my living room, a flood 
and a funeral home. Interested? Open books had the idea to collect used books, sell them, 
and fund literacy. I figured out in my basement that it’s going to take me awhile to collect 
the books. I figured it would be easy with all of the vacant store fronts to find a space. It took 
almost three years to find our first open books store! Finding the books turned out to be 
easy because I made decisions and big mistakes. We made the decision to take any book. So 
we ended up getting people’s old yellow pages, college year books, hello kitty address books 
from second grade. At the beginning, we said thank you and took everything and we ran 
into storage problems. We had a quarter million books in ten different storage facilities that 
flooded and rendered all of those books unusable. We were promising people a book store 
and people thought it would never happen. My friend told me I had to have an open mind, 
open book and an open heart. So I went to see a funeral home. We went to see it in the dark 
on a freezing cold day. The architect got a bloody nose from walking into a glass door. Open 
hearts open minds and open caskets! The Cinderella story turns as we found the perfect 
location on the first floor of our building and opened in 2009. There are always going to be 
drawbacks! Stuff happens no matter what. 

JS: Any shockers you would have done differently? 

SR: People can get tax credit for donating but we wanted them to donate used books. Instead, 
we got things people just wanted to get rid of. For example, a package of Nicorette gum, 
unwashed underwear, toys of an intimate nature. They are just donating. We got a call at 
the store from someone cleaning out a relative’s apartment they said they had a lot of books 
and they had a truck and wanted to know how late we were open. We gave directions. They 
pull up in a massive vehicle. The first several boxes are all books, but then boxes of kitchen 
gadgets and towels which we said we couldn’t take. The response we got was that we should 
be grateful because we’re a charity to get these things. This seems to be a popular sentiment. 
I wish I’d figured out earlier that you have to be very clear about what you will take and what 
you won’t and why. Every person and hour we had to spend for getting rid of things was 
time that took away from getting books to kids and doing what we do. There is a perception 
that charities want everything. You can speak up and say what you can’t take. Be thoughtful 
as you donate. It still happens as we have book drop bins around the city. We did have to say 
that you’re hurting the cause if they are donating what we can’t use. Communicate clearly on 
your website so people can do the right thing.

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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I got this right totally by accident! There is a notion in the business world around the successful 
solo entrepreneur – I want to be Steve Jobs or Oprah Winfrey or Jill Salzman! Something to 
remember about a nonprofit is that it’s not about you. Is there someone that comes to mind 
in the nonprofit sector? The reason nonprofits are successful is because it’s a team effort. 
This is not the place to be a star. You will have to put yourself second to your team and your 
purpose. What you want to turn it into is how can it be about others connecting with your 
cause. Let others do the good! 

I got it right by accident because I’m basically shy and I needed a team around me. Being 
shy didn’t mean you couldn’t lead, it just meant I didn’t want to be center stage. One of the 
things you’re going to have to do is ask people for their money. This is literary saying I’d like 
you to give me money and all you’re getting is a great feeling. 

JS: Wait, if someone is super-shy, you have to ask for so many things! How does this not 
make you crazy?

SR: I have the best team in the world! Everything that makes it happen is the Open Books 
team. 

You can be really inspired by watching someone else do something you don’t know how to 
do. Watching our first literacy director lead our first class was amazing. I want to do that! 
When you have hundreds of volunteers showing up and making it happen you are inspired. 

JS: Do you have any leaders in the nonprofit world that you look up to? There are people I 
look up to!

SR: After Open Books had been open for a few years I founded the Chicago Literary 
Alliance which is a coalition of groups that have literacy in common. This group exists to 
help us collaborate. There are now over a hundred organizations involved. What we do is 
introduce everyone so they can make partnerships and make their own teams and move the 
cause of literacy in Chicago forward. This is how I find the people I look up to! 

JS: We’re going to talk about money! Stay with us!

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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Part four 
Let’s talk nonprofit money 

Jill, i’m still scared!

I’m going to do it!

I did it, Jill!

this is how the founding moms does it!

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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JS: We’re back! It’s still Stacy and Jill! It’s not about you it’s about the social good. You’ve 
mentioned a lot that alludes to money. You have space, and books and things. How do 
you have the things? Does she write a grant or crowd fund or ask all of her friends for five 
dollars? How do we get the things? 

SR: There are any number of things. No crowd fund for nonprofits! You don’t start out life 
as a nonprofit you have to file with the IRS first! If you don’t have money to file, as it’s low 
cost, you should re-consider. There is a period of time where you’ve applied to be a nonprofit 
but you don’t yet have your paperwork which means you cannot give people a tax deduction. 
It took us about a year! This is kind of the friends and family stage. You have to float things 
somehow. This is maybe a side hustle and building interest. We turned down checks for that 
reason but we were able to accept books without tax deductions. Now you have your status. 
Now you have to get money. Hit those friends and family again. Maybe it’s not your brother 
but it’s the family you’ve made around the cause you’ve built. Then they can give you some 
money. Part of your job is to encourage them to give. 

You mentioned grants. Eventually you’ll want to write a grant. You’ve just got your status 
letter, this is not the best time to apply for a grant. Grant givers want to see a resume of 
what you’ve done. You can start to talk to funders, like a pre-sell. You’re not going to actually 
fill out a letter of intent. Which means you’re still depending on those that will write you 
checks. So you’ll want to start thinking about marketing. This is wrong! You want to market 
the heck out of yourself !

The way it worked at Open Books was that we had two articles that hit in our local papers 
and we got volunteers. Once we had this small base, and a smaller than larger amounts of 
money than we could move up to the grants. 

By marketing to those around us we are able to then apply for grants because people have 
heard your name they know who you are! They’ve heard of you if you’ve done the marketing. 

JS: Can you crowd fund? 

SR: Yes, and…. You can do a standard annual appeal like a pledge drive. Usually you get 
these at the end of the year because it’s before the tax year ends! 

JS: Ideas? Let’s hear it in the forum! 

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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JS: Any last words of advice?

SR: Whether you run a nonprofit or not, you have the ability to change the world! It’s okay 
if it’s not for you, you can volunteer, donate, or you can run a for-profit and support other 
nonprofits. 

JS: Love!

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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Ten Ideas of how I can do 
good in the world

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Want to start a nonprofit or dedicate your time, money or talents instead? 
List ten ideas here to get you started!

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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rule of 3
Can you do more good than harm?

Is this emotionally sustainable for you?

Is this something your market actually needs you to do?

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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Assembly Time
It’s time to figure out who is going to help get this baby off the ground. 

Draw in crayon, marker or colored pencil (have some fun people!) and list all of 
the people and the roles you think they might play.

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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CIRCLE OF MONEY
Fill in each circle for where the money is going to come from. 
Start in the center and work away from your nonprofit as you 

reach more and more supporters!

Nonprofit

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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Reflect and share with Jill

Share your thoughts at www.FoundingMoms.com/forum

http://foundingmoms.com/forum
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SPREAD THE Word: tweet it!

#1: Loved #theFMC video course on #nonprofit #businesses! Have you seen
 it? http://www.FoundingMoms.com/fmc  
 Link shortcut: http://ctt.ec/k7Eq1

#2: Hey #FoundingMoms, wondering whether you should be a 
 #notforprofit #business? Share what you think! #theFMC

 link shortcut: http://ctt.ec/OrvId

#3: Thanks to #theFMC, I’m focused on making my #business a #501c3! 
 Join me: https://foundingmoms.com/fmc 

 link shortcut: http://ctt.ec/EcrYc

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
http://ctt.ec/k7Eq1
http://ctt.ec/OrvId
http://ctt.ec/EcrYc
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